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William Robertson, Cedarburg WI
“Underneath the Tahitian Moon”
18k gold, Tahitian pearl, diamonds
1st Place Winner, 2016 Tahitian
Pearl Jewelry Design Contest
Jewelry over $1,000 Category

Summer/Fall 2017
2018 Tahitian Pearl Jewelry
Contest, details inside cover

Open Session
July 7 - October 15

Jewelry Technician Intensive
October 18- December 15

ENTRY DEADLINE
August 28, 2017
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Calling all past and present students
and faculty of San Francisco’s
Revere Academy of Jewelry Arts
for the 2017 Tahitian Pearl Contest.
Inviting jewelry artists to pursue new creative designs featuring Tahitian
Pearls. Two Grand Prize winners will each receive two round-trip tickets
to Tahiti from Los Angeles via Air Tahiti Nui.
Entries will be evaluated by a jury of award winning jewelry designers
composed of Alan Revere, Sarah Graham and Barbara Heinrich. The
contest is sponsored by the Revere Academy of Jewelry Arts, Terra Firma
Gallery, Black Market Pearls and Air Tahiti Nui.
For more details go to revereacademy.com/tahiti
Looking for a beautiful Tahitian pearl for your award winning design? Fred Sagues
of Black Market Pearls would be happy to help you find it. Contact him at
bmptahiti@gmail.com or www.facebook.com/blackmarketpearls.

JTI GRADUATES
Spring 2017

Register online at www.revereacademy.com/register
or by calling (415) 391-4179
www.revereacademy.com
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Keyhole Ring 2002, by Alan Revere

WELCOME TO

The Revere Academy of Jewelry Arts

With the Academy entering its 38th year,
I think back on how I got started making
jewelry. When I hammered out my first silver
band, I discovered a passion within me that
I had never known before and that has not
left me since. Right from the start, I loved
working with my hands making jewelry.
I wanted to learn everything there was to
know about jewelry, so I wound up attending
a 100-year-old jewelry school in Germany.
It was a life-changing experience! Upon returning to the United States, jewelers asked
me to show them some of the things I had
learned in Europe, and in 1979, the Revere
Academy of Jewelry Arts opened its doors.

Keyhole Ring 2002
© Alan Revere 2002. Ring in 18k gold and diamonds with a rutilated quartz lens.

The Revere Academy occupies the tower
suite on the 9th floor of the Humboldt Bank
Building. We are centrally located 2 blocks
from Union Square, within walking distance
of hotels, restaurants, museums, shops,
theaters and transportation in what is often
called “America’s favorite city.”

This piece was created for the 2002 annual project of the
American Jewelry Design Council. I interpreted the
“Peekaboo” theme from the child’s game, as getting a
glimpse of something and then a surprise is revealed. I asked
lapidary artist Michael Dyber to make a gem for my project.
He cut rutilated quartz into a Dyberoptic® lens. This unique
gem is both concave and convex, which reduces and also
magnifies what is in focus. I captured the lens in an 18k gold
ring shaped like a keyhole with a sprinkle of slashes and
diamonds just for fun.
- Alan Revere

ALAN REVERE, Founder, Director and Instructor

This is a great place to stimulate your
creativity, learn a wonderful craft, begin a
career, add new skills, network and learn
from nationally recognized artisans who
teach the skills they use every day. Our
faculty includes over a dozen master
jewelers and experts who love what they do
and are eager to share their passion and
knowledge with you. Our fully equipped,
state-of-the-art studios feature live HD video
enlargements so that students can see
every detail during demonstrations.
Take your time and read about our programs.
Visit our site. Make an appointment to
come for a visit. But don’t wait any longer.
Learn skills today that you can use tomorrow
and for years to come.

www.revereacademy.com
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DIP LOMA PROGRA MS
The Revere Academy offers 3 diploma programs approved by the State of California.
The Jewelry Technician (JT)–completed at your own pace–and the Jewelry Technician
Intensive (JTI)–an 8-week total immersion program–covers all the essential skills needed
to work in jewelry. The Graduate Jeweler (GJ) program adds more advanced skills.

C U R R I C U LU M
The Academy’s JT and JTI
programs are designed to give
you all of the essential skills to
make jewelry. Graduates receive
a Jewelry Technician Diploma.

Casting
Fabrication 1: Beginning
Fabrication 2: Carving
& Chains
Fabrication 3:
Construction
Polishing & Finishing
Repair 1: Basic
Repair 2: Intermediate
Setting 1: Basic
Setting 2: Prongs
Setting 3: Bead & Pavé
Trade Practices

JT and JTI Programs
Revere’s Jewelry Technician program includes 11 classes
that successively build on bench skills, plus trade practices.
It can be completed in as little as 6 weeks, or at your own
pace during one or more open sessions. JT offers:
• Personal instruction with Revere faculty
• Flexible schedule, ideal for those who work
• Complete the program in just 6 weeks,
or spread it out over several years
• Start with classes that interest you most
• Studio access on most Thursdays and more
• No experience necessary

OPEN SESSION: STARTS JULY 7
The 2-month Jewelry Technician Intensive program led by
Alan Revere is taught in a full-time format, helping students
prepare for a career in jewelry. Instruction covers 11 classes
that successively build on bench skills, trade practices,
plus the basics of hand engraving, precious metallurgy,
many of Alan’s tips, shortcuts and guest lecturers.
The JTI meets Monday-Friday for 8 hours each day and
includes 2 hours of open studio time daily to practice
what you learn. Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or basic
experience. JTI offers:
• Personal instruction with Alan Revere
• 85 additional hours in the studio
• Box ring design project
• Introduction to hand engraving
• Studio access on evenings and weekends
• Guest speakers, field trips and special events

The Graduate Jeweler (GJ) progam builds on the skills learned in the
Jewelry Technician program. The GJ program can be taken directly after the JT
or JTI program, or over a number of open sessions.

C U R R I C U LU M
The GJ program may be
completed after the JT/JTI
program, or interspersed with
the JT. Coursework includes:

Design
Fabrication 4:
Hinges & Forging
Fabrication 5: Cylinder
Clasp & Basket Setting
Fabrication 6:
Individual Projects
Gemology 1:
Diamond Grading

Graduate Jeweler
The Graduate Jeweler program provides a well-rounded
foundation in jewelry. It may be completed by taking
the required 11 courses during Open Session after
the JTI, or by interspersing them with your entire JT
educational experience. For instance, you may take
Design, Rendering and Wax Carving–all required for
the GJ–followed by the JTI, followed by the remaining
GJ courses.
Crafted for those who want a complete experience in
jewelry, the Graduate Jeweler program is ideal for
designers, entrepreneurs and for those serious about
a career with potential to grow in many areas.
Upon completion, students receive a Graduate Jeweler
Diploma.

Gemology 2:
Gem Identification
Metalsmithing
Mold Making
Rendering
Setting 5: Channel
Wax Carving

NEXT JTI: OCTOBER 18- DECEMBER 15
4

www.revereacademy.com
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OPEN SESSI ON

PROG R A M CO M PA R I S O N

The Open Session consists of Revere Academy’s topic

Here are the cost and hour comparisons of our 3 programs:
Jewelry Technician (JT), Jewelry Technician Intensive (JTI)
and Graduate Jeweler.

specific, workshop-style classes. Some classes have prerequisites
which are noted at the end of each description. Those required

Jewelry Technician

JT Intensive

Graduate Jeweler

DATES

Open Session

Oct. 18 - Dec. 15, 2017

Open Session

TUITION

$5,909

$7,650

$5,941

MATERIALS KIT

$835

$835

$620

REGISTRATION

$50

$50

-

REQUIRED TOOLS

$381

$381

$200

BOOKS

$219.90

$219.90

-

HOURS IN CLASS

241

320

225

SCHEDULE

As little as 6 weeks

8 weeks, M-F, 8 hrs/day

As little as 3 months

OPEN STUDIO

$10/hour, limited access

Free on weekends, evenings

$10/hour, limited access

CURRICULUM

11 classes

11 classes, field trips

11 additional classes

DIPLOMA EARNED

Jewelry Technician

Jewelry Technician

Graduate Jeweler

PREREQUISITE

Open to all levels

Fab. 1 (or experience)

JT or JTI

for the Jewelry Technician / Jewelry Technician Intensive
diploma are marked with ( JT ) , and those required for the
Graduate Jeweler diploma are marked with ( GJ ) .

DAVID HOFMAN
JTI, Fall 2016
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www.revereacademy.com

JACLYN WARREN
JTI, Fall 2016

After JT/JTI

RACHEL DRAPER
JTI, Fall 2016
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CAD 1: COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
July 10-13 | 9 am - 6 pm | $799 + $410 kit
CAD technology expands the repertoire of contemporary jewelers and designers by incorporating a
computer to design jewelry. This class introduces
the basic tools and functions of 3DESIGN V9, a
widely used CAD program for jewelers. Learn how
to design original jewelry projects and create photo
realistic images for website display, catalogs and
professional portfolios. The kit fee includes one
castable printed model created from your own CAD
file and a 3-month student license for 3DESIGN
V9. The license can be renewed. Students provide
their own PC or Mac. Note: If you own the V9 SW,
you pay only $60 for the materials kit fee.
40 hours, Sunday- Thursday.
CASTING | JT, GJ
September 1-3 | 9 am - 5 pm | $599 + $55 kit
Casting is as important to jewelers today as it was
thousands of years ago. Learn a variety of casting
methods with an emphasis on lost-wax casting.
Hands-on experience includes centrifugal, vacuum,
and sand casting. You will sprue and invest wax
models, calculate metal requirements, control the
burnout cycle, and cast projects yourself. Optional:
Bring a wax model to cast in silver. 21 hours.
CREATING CUSTOM BEZELS
October 6-8 | 9 am - 6 pm | $539 + $60 kit
Do you have stones you love that you’ve not set
because you’re just not sure how to make an
appropriate bezel? Stones with unusual shapes,
straight sides, uneven tops, and bezels set on top
of the curved surface of a ring, require additional
knowledge and creative solutions to design and
fabricate. This class will teach you how to
approach making custom bezels for these stones.
Bring your non-standard stones to class or
purchase some from the instructor, and watch
while Nancy Wintrup demonstrates methods for
fabricating unique bezels and setting the stones
that had you perplexed. You will complete at least
two class projects. Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or
experience. 24 hours.
DESIGN | GJ
September 18-19 | 9 am - 5 pm | $399 + $15 kit
Never stare at a blank page again! Learn proven
methods to tap into your creativity for exploring,
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refining and expanding new design ideas. Using
materials like foil, board and paper, you will discover
that designing jewelry is not only lots of fun but
also surprisingly easy. Class combines lectures,
guided creativity, individual exploration, group
discussion and systematic skill building. You will
create dozens of drawings and models for
original jewelry as you increase your understanding
of design theory and how to design. 14 hours.
ENAMELS: CLOISONNE & PAINTING
with LINDA DARTY
August 14-18 | 9 am - 5 pm | $999 + $80 kit
Explore the rich beauty of cloisonné enameling
over fine silver, working with transparent and opalescent color on small-scale jewelry pieces. Focus
on blending colors, luminosity and depth to create
beautiful gem-like surfaces. Discuss matte finishing
techniques and setting options unique to enameling.
Students are challenged to work at their own level
of experience as they complete several small
cloisonné pieces during the workshop. 35 hours.
FABRICATION 1: BEGINNING | JT, GJ
A: July 7-9 | 9 am - 5 pm | $559 + $115 kit
B: July 28-30 | 9 am - 6 pm
C: October 13-15 | 9 am - 6 pm
This foundation class introduces hand tools,
torches, flex shafts, polishers, rolling mills and
more. Through expert instruction and close-up
demonstrations, you will learn how to lay out, drill,
pierce, file, form, solder and polish metal.
Participants work in sterling silver, nickel silver
and 14k gold wire. You will make wedding bands,
a pair of pierced earrings and a bezel pendant.
No experience required. 24 hours.
FABRICATION 2: CARVING & CHAINS | JT, GJ
A: July 10-12 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $65 kit
B: July 31- August 2 | 9 am - 6 pm
This class builds further fabrication skills in
sterling silver. Through hands-on experience,
you will learn to lay out and carve a patterned
wedding band, make a twisted bimetal ring and
create a cable chain bracelet with a toggle clasp.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or experience. 24 hours.
FABRICATION 3: CONSTRUCTION | JT, GJ
A: July 14-16 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $75 kit
B: August 4-6 | 9 am - 6 pm

Working in silver, you will add new skills as you
construct a hollow box ring. Learn sweat soldering
and intricate patterning skills as you create an
original pin with an overlay pierced pattern.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or experience. 24 hours.
FABRICATION 4: HINGES & FORGING | GJ
September 14-17 | 9 am - 6 pm | $695 + $95 kit
Working in silver and gold, you will increase your
skills while learning to forge metal, make tubing
and construct hinges. Participants create a classic
forged sterling silver ring with a 14k gold tube
setting and a hinged bangle bracelet with a clasp.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 3 or experience. 32 hours.
FABRICATION 5: CYLINDER CLASP & BASKET|GJ
September 21-24 | 9am - 6pm | $695 + $150 kit
Learn to make 2 important pieces of jewelry and
gain skills that are essential for advanced projects.
Watch the instructor and then make your own silver
bracelet with a crocheted chain and fabricated
cylinder clasp. Learn to construct a classic basket
setting pendant in 14k gold wire. Precision is
stressed in layout, fitting, assembly and soldering.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 4 or experience. 32 hours.
FABRICATION 6: INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS | GJ
September 25-27 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + kit
Here is an opportunity to work one-on-one with
master goldsmith Alan Revere. In this individually
oriented class, you select projects and create the
curriculum that will teach you what you want to
know. Participants choose from dozens of key
learning projects including hinges, clasps, mechanisms, settings, chains, rings and many more.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 3 or experience. 24 hours.
GEMOLOGY 1: DIAMOND GRADING | GJ
October 2-4 | 9 am - 4 pm | $459 + $30 kit
There is no substitute for hands-on experience
when learning about diamonds. Intended for
designers, setters, store managers, buyers, sellers,
jewelers, hobbyists and consumers, this class
teaches you how to determine authenticity as well
as grade and handle diamonds with confidence.
Through expert instruction you will learn to
evaluate the cut, color, clarity, and carat weight
of diamonds using loupes and gemological
equipment. 18 hours.

www.revereacademy.com

GEMOLOGY 2: GEM IDENTIFICATION | GJ
Sept. 29- Oct. 1 | 9 am - 4 pm | $459 + $30 kit
Explore the wide variety of nature’s gemstones,
from amethyst to zircon. Learn to use gemological
instruments to scientifically identify colored
gemstones—natural, synthetic, and organic.
Emphasis will be on the practical application of the
identification and the use of gemstones in jewelry
design and manufacture based on the art and
science of gemology. We will also study
gemstones’ sources, lore and qualities... a must
for all professional jewelers. 18 hours.
JEWELRY BIZ ESSENTIALS: PRICING,
PRODUCTION, PROMOTION
September 11-13 | 9 am - 5 pm | $559 + $25 kit
Whether you want to sell your work online or
launch a national production line, basic business
skills are essential for success. Drawing on the
combined experience of 3 working jewelry artists
as instructors, this class offers essential information for anyone who wants to sell their own
creations. The class covers pricing, promotion,
production and more. Learn how to use social
media, manage time efficiently, approach galleries
and present professional photography. Learn how
to develop your line, what galleries are looking for,
pricing methods to ensure profitability and how
to choose the sales venues that are right for you.
Through discussion, hands-on exercises and oneon-one coaching, students create a personalized
plan for professional development. 21 hours.
JEWELRY MAKING 101: BAR PENDANT
July 20 | 6 - 9:30 pm | $235
Learn the ancient craft of metalworking as you
make a unique sterling silver pendant to take
home. Design your own bar pendant and then use
stamps to impart words or a message, creating a
personalized neckpiece to wear or give as a gift.
Sit at a traditional jewelry bench as you learn to
use precision tools including files, drills, punches,
hammers, mandrels and more. Tools and materials are included. Bring home a treasure that will
be passed down for generations! 3.5 hours.
JEWELRY MAKING 102: BAND RINGS
A: August 10 | 6 - 9:30 pm | $235
B: September 6 | 6 - 9:30 pm
Learn to use a jeweler’s torch as you solder your
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own silver ring and then texture it with a hammer.
Jewelry making involves a wide range of skills
and 2 of the most important are soldering and
hammering. Sit at a traditional jewelry bench as
you measure your finger and then make a sterling
silver ring to fit. Your expert instructor will teach
you how to use precision tools including calipers,
files, pliers, hammers, a soldering torch, ring
mandrel and more. Follow every step as you learn
the ancient art of using fire to join metal. Tools
and materials are included. Create a silver
heirloom and wear it home! 3.5 hours.
JEWELRY MAKING 103: FOLD FORMED EARRINGS
August 24 | 6 - 9:30 pm | $235
Design your own silver earrings and then use a
hammer to develop, shape and texture them. Learn
the ancient art of making jewelry as you create
a unique pair of earrings using the fold forming
technique. Sit at a traditional jewelry bench as
your expert instructor teaches you to create
3-dimensional forms in metal using hammers,
anvils, files, pliers, drills, and more. Tools and
materials are provided. Explore this fun class
and make a treasure to wear home! 3.5 hours.
METALSMITHING: BASIC | GJ
September 8-10 | 9 am - 5 pm | $559 + $45 kit
Goldsmiths, silversmiths and blacksmiths all use
hammers to shape metal by forging, raising, sinking and forming. These age-old techniques are the
foundation for making metal objects of all sizes,
including jewelry. Take this class and learn the
basics of smithing, using several types of hammers.
You will complete a series of functional and ornamental projects in copper and/or silver, including
forging and forming samples, a small raised bowl
and a forged bangle bracelet. Prerequisite:
Fabrication 2 or experience. 21 hours.
MOLD MAKING | GJ
August 29-31 | 9 am - 5 pm | $559 + $70 kit
Molds are used to capture the shape of jewelry
items for manufacture and reproduction. In this
hands-on class, you will learn how to make molds
of jewelry so that countless replicas can be made.
The instructor shows you how to plan, pack,
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vulcanize and cut at least 6 different molds, each
one more complex than the previous. Learn to make
powder, key, plug and cold molds, among others.
Participants are encouraged to bring their own
jewelry and make molds to take home. 21 hours.
POLISHING & FINISHING | JT, GJ
July 17-18 | 9 am - 6 pm | $439 + $50 kit
As the final and most critical stage in the creation
of jewelry, polishing and finishing are the
cornerstones of quality. Gain hands-on experience
buffing and polishing with a flexible shaft and a
polishing lathe. Learn polishing theory and how to
use an assortment of wheels, buffs, brushes, laps,
abrasives, compounds, and more. Instruction also
covers surface textures and electroplating.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 1. 16 hours
RENDERING | GJ
September 4-6 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $50 kit
If you’ve ever felt limited by your ability to express
your ideas on paper or explain a project to a
customer, this class is for you! Good drawings help
you communicate ideas, work out problems and
refine designs on paper. Take this class to learn
easy-to-master techniques for rendering lustrous
metals and brilliant gemstones in professional
quality illustrations. Watch as an expert shows
you every step in making presentation-quality
renderings of jewelry. You will discover that drawing
jewelry is easier than you thought, and it’s also a
lot of fun. You will leave with increased confidence
and skill in creating clear sketches. 24 hours.
REPAIR 1: BASIC | JT, GJ
August 14-16 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $100 kit
Ideal for novice jewelers as well as shopkeepers who
want to do their own work in-house, this class covers
the most common jewelry repairs. Working with 14k
gold, sterling silver, and gold-filled jewelry, you will
learn ring sizing, chain repair, prong repair, and
clasp repair. You will replace a safety catch.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 2 or experience. 24 hours
REPAIR 2: INTERMEDIATE | JT, GJ
August 18-20 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $140 kit
Building on the skills acquired in Repair 1, you will

learn a number of more advanced repairs. After
watching over your instructor’s shoulder, you will
add settings, repair prongs, rebuild tips, install a
spring insert, assemble a 14k gold bezel and bail
and set it with an oval cabochon, replace a half
shank, assemble and set tennis bracelets, clean
up castings. Learn to create custom jewelry from
purchased findings, and more. Class includes
hands-on instruction with a laser welder. Prerequisite:
Repair 1 and Setting 2 or experience. 24 hours
SETTING 1: BASIC | JT, GJ
July 21-23 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $100 kit
This class introduces the most common settings
for jewelry: bezel and prong settings. In it you
will learn to prepare and use pushers, punches,
hammers, and a flexible shaft machine. Learn to
set stones in a thin round bezel, thick oval bezel,
square bezel, tube, flush and prong settings.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 1 or experience. 24 hours
SETTING 2: PRONGS | JT, GJ
July 24-26 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $110 kit
This class focuses on prong settings used in
jewelry. Instruction covers three-, four-, and sixprong settings, plus marquise, pear, oval, tapered
baguette, and oval pinpoint cluster styles. You will
work on actual jewelry while learning valuable skills
in layout, burring, fitting, securing, removing, and
tightening stones in prongs. Prerequisite: Setting 1
or experience. 24 hours
SETTING 3: BEAD & PAVÉ | JT, GJ
July 28-30 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $25 kit
The technique of setting small diamonds flush
into the surface of metal is used extensively in fine
jewelry. Instruction covers the preparation and use
of gravers, burs, and beading tools, as you learn
layout, drilling, burring, seating, bead raising,
and bright-cutting. Projects include star, box, row
setting, and beyond. Prerequisite: Setting 1 or
experience. 24 hours

combines the information ordinarily taught in Setting
1, 2, and 3 into 5 days and meets the Jewelry
Technician and Graduate Jeweler requirements for
those classes. You’ll be amazed at how much you
learn as you set dozens of stones in a wide range of
styles. Many setting tips and short cuts are presented.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 3 or experience. 40 hours.
SETTING 5: CHANNEL | GJ
August 12-13 | 9 am - 6 pm | $439 + $90 kit
Learn five advanced settings using gravers, burs
and punches. Watch a master at work and then
execute the following styles: round stones in both
straight and tapered channels, emerald-cut stones
in both prongs and channels, as well as baguettes
in channels. Prerequisite: Setting 1 and 2, or 4,
or experience. 16 hours.
TRADE PRACTICES | JT, GJ
August 21-22 | 9 am - 4 pm | $399
Like many fields, the jewelry industry has its own
culture and customs that can be difficult and
costly to learn by trial and error. If you are
entering the field, there are certain practices you
must know in order to succeed. Discussion
includes recycling scrap gold, testing gold and
taking in jobs, plus tool maintenance, health
precautions, trade magazines, industry events,
insurance, resources, laws, copyrights, trademarks
and more. 12 hours.
WAX CARVING & MODEL MAKING | GJ
August 25-27 | 9 am - 6 pm | $559 + $45 kit
Wax is an ideal medium for making models for both
production and custom jewelry work. Wax can be
carved, formed, machined, drilled, sawed or melted
into a design. A wax model may be presented to
clients for approval, yet still allow for modifications
prior to casting. Students execute a series of
graduated projects in a variety of waxes while
learning design transfer, layout, carving and build-up.
Prerequisite: Fabrication 1. 24 hours.

SETTING 4: COMPREHENSIVE | JT, GJ
August 7-11 | 9am - 6pm | $1,099 + $165 kit
Especially convenient for out-of-towners and those
with tight schedules, this fast-paced, intensive class

www.revereacademy.com
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REVERE BOOKS & PRODUCTS

To order these items, visit revereacademy.com/books-videos,
or call us at (415) 391-4179 and place an order with us.

NEW!
PRO F E S S I O NA L S TONE SE T T I NG

for

Professional Stonesetting by Alan Revere is
intended for beginners, hobbyists, craftspeople, jewelry artists and professional stoneseti m m e d i a t e r e l e a s e ters. Fifteen setting projects are arranged in
ascending complexity, starting with simple
bezels and advancing through a variety of
PROFESSIONAL STONESETTING
by Alan Revere
prong settings. These are followed by detailed
information on preparing a graver, including
Professional Stonesetting by Alan Revere is intended for
four
bead-setting
projects. Like Revere’s combeginners, hobbyists, craftspeople,
jewelry
artists and
professional stonesetters. Fifteen setting projects are arranged
in ascending complexity, starting
with
simple
bezels
and
panion book, Professional Jewelry Making, this
advancing through a variety of prong settings. These are
followed by detailed information
on preparing
a graver
book
uses
close-up photography and clear
including four bead-setting projects and two advanced
channel setting projects. Like Revere’s companion book,
descriptions
that bring even challenging settings
Professional Jewelry Making, this book uses closeup
photography and clear descriptions that bring even
the reach
of any committed jeweler.
challenging settings within thewithin
reach any committed
jeweler.

R E VE R E ON GOL DSMITHING DVD’S
Lean over a master’s shoulder and watch as Alan Revere demonstrates dozens
of tools, hundreds of important skills, and countless personal tips. This landmark
series employs state-of-the-art, close-up videography to document the techniques,
procedures, and skills necessary to create professional-quality work.

Vol. 1: Japanese Pattern
Earrings

Vol. 6: Forged Ring with
Tube Settings

$49.95

$59.95

Vol. 2: Reticulated
Wedding Bands

Vol. 7: Hinged Box
$59.95

$59.95

Vol. 8: Emerald Solitaire Ring
Vol. 3: Cabochon Pendant

$59.95

$59.95

Vol. 4: ID Bracelet
$59.95
Specifications
101/2" by 8" inches
176 pages
Hard cover
400+ photos, full color
ISBN 1-978-929565-78-X
$60.00

Complete Set of 8 DVD’s
$399- Save $60!

Vol. 5: Hollow Band
$49.95

Published by
Brynmorgen Press
318 Bath Road
Brunswick, Maine 04 11
207-761-8217
www.brynmorgen.com
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REVERE BOOKS & PRODUCTS

To order these items, visit revereacademy.com/books-videos,
or call us at (415) 391-4179 and place an order with us.

P RO F E S S I O NA L JE W E LRY M AKING

101 BENCH TIPS F OR JEWELERS

When Alan Revere published Professional Goldsmithing in 1991,
he brought traditional European jewelry training to the U.S. for the
first time. Professional Goldsmithing was a best seller and quickly
became a standard text in the field. To mark the 20th anniversary
of his ground-breaking work, Alan Revere and Brynmorgen Press
teamed up to offer this new, expanded edition. Professional
Jewelry Making includes 5 new projects, over 130 new photos,
and a handsome new layout. Thirty-five projects lead students and
jewelers at all levels through a wide range of skills, from basic
layout to advanced fabrication techniques. Revere’s four decades
as a passionate teacher are evident on every page as he leads
students methodically through each step. What hasn’t changed is
the precise instruction that makes this edition a fitting testament
to its predecessor and an invaluable resource for jewelers of the
future. $70

Alan Revere shares his most valuable bench tips and tricks in
his award- winning book. Based on his monthly column in MJSA
Journal (formerly AJM magazine), this book provides insight into
more advanced, although not difficult, ways to work. By thinking
smarter and using tools for tasks beyond what they were made for,
students will see a new world of shortcuts open up. From soldering
to stone setting, piercing to final polishing, discover how to easily
modify common bench tools to enhance productivity. Learn how
household items, such as dental floss and paper clips, can become
valuable bench aids. Difficult repairs can become easy—with the
help of a few tips. $42.95

R ING RE PA I R | Professional Jewelry Repair Series

REVERE PLIERS

The only book ever written on ring repair! The first of Revere’s books
on jewelry repair covers all the essential ring repairs and more.
Follow 15 ring repairs in order of difficulty, beginning with
stretching a band, including installing a spring insert, enlarging
a bi-color shank, replacing a platinum half-shank, adding an
adjustable ring mechanism, and more plus lots of important tips.
With 143 close-up color images and 91 sketches, this book has
priceless information and charts for anyone doing repairs at the
bench. $44.95

Revere Pliers are an exceptional line
of pliers for the discriminating bench
jeweler. Designed by Alan Revere,
each pair of pliers is made by hand
of superior steel in a small German
workshop. Available in four profiles, each
pair features the unique “Revere grip”
on the handles. Revere pliers are now
available from Otto Frei (ottofrei.com)
and other jewelry tool suppliers.

S ET T I N G RE PA I R | Professional Jewelry Repair Series
Alan Revere’s second book on jewelry repair is based on his
long-running series in JCK magazine. Follow 17 key setting repairs,
including tightening a bezel, replacing prongs, retipping, soldering
near and replacing stones, and much more. With 164 close-up
color images and 63 sketches, this book is essential for anyone
doing repairs. $44.95
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Representing five centuries of combined experience

ALAN REVERE is the Academy’s founder and director.
He holds a BA in psychology and an MFA in sculpture.
Alan is a German-trained master goldsmith, awardwinning jewelry designer and author of seven books
on jewelry. For twenty years, Alan sold his signature
line of jewelry through galleries around the country.
Alan is past president of the American Jewelry Design
Council. He teaches Design, Fabrication and the JTI.
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NANCY WINTRUP was a journeyman with the International Jewelry
Workers Union. Nancy is a JA
Certified Master Bench Jeweler®.
Nancy teaches Fabrication,
Polishing, Repair, Setting,
Trade Practices and the JTI.

JENNY REEVES is a studio jeweler
whose work is sold through galleries.
She completed Revere’s JTI and
Graduate Jeweler diploma and is
a member of the Argentium Guild.
Jenny teaches Jewelry Making 101103 & Argentium. jennyreeves.com

VASKEN TANIELIAN apprenticed
under master jewelers in Paris.
With experience as a fine jeweler,
designer and educator, Vasken is
also expert at CAD-CAM. Vasken
teaches CAD, Fabrication and
Rendering.

KAREN SPRAGUE has degrees
in fine arts and education. She
is an award-winning designer and
goldsmith with diverse experience
in the jewelry industry. Karen
teaches Fabrication.

GLENDA RUTH, the Academy’s
Assistant Director, has a Bachelor
of Arts degree in Fine Arts. She
completed the JTI and the
Graduate Jeweler program. Glenda
is a JA Certified Bench Jeweler
Technician®.

EILEEN KOZIK, the Academy’s
Studio Manager, is a past Revere
student and a jewelry maker. She
oversees the facilities, tools,
equipment, studios and supplies
for students. She is also an avid
gem enthusiast.

YAS TANAKA is a sixth-generation
goldsmith who carries on a family
tradition working in silver and gold.
Yas is head goldsmith at a fine
jewelry store in Berkeley, CA. He
teaches Fabrication and Setting.

MICHAEL DAVID STURLIN
is an award-winning designer and
goldsmith whose work appears in
numerous industry publications.
Michael teaches Metalsmithing
and Carved Bezels.

JULIE CRISTELLO is Revere
Academy’s Design Director &
Student Liaison. She has her BFA,
20 years in graphic and accessories
design, speaks French fluently, and
makes jewelry & leather items at
juliecristellojewelry.com.

JULIAN WALTON, the Academy’s
Academic & Administrative
Coordinator, is a JTI graduate and
has a BA in Education. She also
makes jewelry and sculpture at
houseofazimuth.com.

ROBERTA TANAKA holds a BFA
in Jewelry and Metalsmithing. With
experience working for custom
retailers, Roberta is a JA Certified
Master Bench Jeweler®. Roberta
teaches Fabrication, Setting
and Wax.

JONATHAN RUSSELL has operated
JR Casting for over 2 decades, specializing in fine casting for jewelers
and musicians. He is the recipient
of 5 major sculpture commissions
in the Bay area. Jonathan teaches
Casting and Mold Making.

STARLA TURNER is a distinguished Fellow of the Gemmological
Association of Great Britain and
a Graduate Gemologist from GIA.
She has worked in the jewelry and
gemology world for over 35 years.
Starla teaches Gem ID 2.

MAARTEN DeWITTE is a GIA
Graduate Gemologist with Bachelors
and Masters degrees, and 45 years
experience in the gem diamond
trade. Maarten is the Master
Diamond Cutter at Diamond Foundry,
Inc. He teaches Diamond Grading.

KATE REBOLI is a dedicated artist
and jeweler with 9 years of experience in jewelry design. A Revere
Academy alumni, Kate works as a
goldsmith for Pave Fine Jewelry under
head stone-setter, Roberta Tanaka,
and head goldsmith, Yas Tanaka.

ROSCOE is the Revere Academy’s
mascot and Eileen’s best friend. A
Jack Russell Terrier, Roscoe casually
roams the studio looking for treats–
preferably organic duck– and pats
when he’s not snoozing back in the
office.

www.revereacademy.com
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P O&L I GUI
C I E SDELIN ES
POLICI ES

R E V E R E A C A D E M Y S U M M E R / F A L L 2 017 C A L E N D A R

Enroll at Revere online at www.revereacademy.com/register, or by calling us at (415) 391-4179.
Full payment is required to reserve space in classes.

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY
4

JULY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
6

5

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

7

8

Fabrication 1A

HAND TOOLS are not included in the cost of
tuition. You may bring your own tools or purchase
them with a student discount prior to class from
Otto Frei jewelers supply, which offers daily delivery
to the Academy. Otto Frei’s business hours are
9 am to 5 pm Monday-Friday. Students may also
borrow the Academy’s set of tools during class.
Additional tools may be required.
MATERIALS KITS are required for most classes.
Kits include precious and other materials that
become your property to take home. Prices are
subject to change. Required materials kits must
be purchased from the Academy. No exceptions
or substitutions. The Academy purchases certified
100% recycled precious metal sheet, wire and
casting grain.
REGISTRATION FEE: There is a nonrefundable,
one-time $50 fee for new students.
JT INTENSIVE: To enroll, list program, tuition and
materials kit, plus 8.5% CA sales tax. You may pay
a $1,000 deposit now, 50% of remaining balance
on September 1, 2017, and final payment on
October 1, 2017. Please budget at least $320 for
required tools and $180 for required books.

OPEN SESSION CLASSES: To register, list the
class and its tuition. Add any kit fees, plus 8.75%
CA sales tax.
BOOKS AND VIDEOS: These may be purchased
through our online store. Please use our online
shopping cart to figure your shipping charges.

9

Fabrication 1A

Fabrication 3A

Setting 1
30

Fabrication 1B
Setting 3

A CERTIFICATE is presented to each student who
completes classes.

OPEN STUDIO is available to Academy students,
between classes for $10 per hour.
CLASS CHANGES: Each class change will incur
a $50 administrative fee.

27

REFUND POLICIES

28

29

17

OPEN SESSION CLASSES

• If you drop a class less than 2 business days
before class, you will be refunded full tuition,
minus a cancellation fee of $100 per class.
INSUFFICIENT ENROLLMENT
• Revere reserves the right to make changes in
classes, workshops, schedules, instructors, and/or

cancel a class or workshop due to insufficient enrollment. If a class is canceled students will be notified
ten days in advance and will receive a full refund.
JEWELRY TECHNICIAN INTENSIVE
• After 3 business days from the date of registration & before September 15, 2017, you will be refunded full tuition, minus a cancellation fee of $150.
• After September 15, 2017, and before the JTI
program begins, you will be refunded full
tuition, minus a cancellation fee of $200.

24

25

1

OCTOBER

Gem 2: ID
8

26

2

3

9

10

11

26

Casting

8

Wax Carving 1

2

9

15

Fabrication 4

28

Metalsmithing
16

Fabrication 4
22

Fabrication 4
23

Fabrication 5
29

Fabrication 5
30

Gem 2: ID
5

6

12

16

17

18

13

Creating Bezels
14

Fabrication 1D

Jewelry Technician Intensive
October 18 - December 15

www.revereacademy.com |

Gem 2: ID
7

Creating Bezels

Fabrication 1D

Fabrication 1D

Casting

Metalsmithing

Gem 1: Diamond Gem 1: Diamond Gem 1: Diamond
Grading
Grading
Grading

Creating Bezels
15

7

1

Fabrication 6
4

Repair 2

SEPTEMBER

21

27

19

Wax Carving 1

Fabrication 5

Fabrication 6

Setting 5

25

Mold Making

Design

Fabrication 6

12

Repair 2
Enameling

Enameling

Jewelry Biz
20

Fabrication 3B

Setting 4
18

14

13

19

11

Setting 4
Jewelry 102A

31

Rendering
Jewelry 102B

Jewelry Biz

Design

Fabrication 5

6

12

18

5

Fabrication 1B
Setting 3

Fabrication 3B

Mold Making

Rendering

Jewelry Biz

4

24

30

5

11

3

Jewelry 103

Mold Making

Rendering

29

Repair 1
Enameling
23

Trade Practices

Fabrication 4

• If you drop a class up to 2 business days before
class begins, you will be refunded full tuition,
minus a cancellation fee of $50 per class.

22

Trade Practices

Setting 1

Fabrication 1B
Setting 3

17

16

22

Setting 1
28

Setting 4

Repair 1
Enameling

Fabrication 3A

27

10

9

15

Repair 1
Enameling

Metalsmithing

21

Fabrication 2B

Setting 4

15

Fabrication 3A

CAD 1

Setting 2

8

Setting 4

4

10

26

Fabrication 2B

Wax Carving 1
3

14

20

AUGUST

21

Repair 2

13

Jewelry 101

Setting 2

Fabrication 2B

Casting

A full refund, less a $50 nonrefundable registration fee and any applicable kit fees, will be
processed within 45 days of receipt of written notification, provided no more than 60% of course
hours have been completed. After 60% of a course has passed, no refunds are available.

25

14

20

Fabrication 2A
CAD 1

19

31

Setting 5

12

Polishing

Setting 2

Fabrication 3B
13

Fabrication 2A
CAD 1

18

7

6

11

Polishing
24

23

COURSE APPROVAL has been granted by the
California Bureau for Private Postsecondary
Education.

Fabrication 2A
CAD 1

17

16

OFFICE HOURS are 9 am to 5 pm, Monday
through Friday.

A DIPLOMA is presented to each student who
successfully completes the prescribed program of
Graduate Jeweler or Jewelry Technician.

10

Fabrication 1A

Sessions A and B denote different dates for identical material.

